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For testing the hypothesis of equality of two covariances (Zr and Za) of two 
p-dimensional multivariate normal populations, it is shown that the power 
function of the modified likelihood ratio test increases as h, increases from one 
and h, decreases from one where h, > e.* > & > 0 are the distinct charac- 
teristic roots of Zr,X;l, r < p. As a by-product we get the unbiased result 
already established by Sugiura and Nagao (1968). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let xii , j = 1, 2 ,..., Ni , i = 1, 2, be (NI + NJ independently distributed 
random vectors from NJ p”i , Zi). Then the likelihood ratio test for the problem 
of testing the hypothesis H: ZI = Zz against the alternative A: ZI # Zz where 
p1 and p, are unspecified has the acceptance region given by 
W’ = ((V, , V,) : VI > 0, V, > 0 and 
1 VI pNl 1 v, pNs 1 v, + v, (--f(Nl+NJ > c,}, (1) 
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where Vi = & (xij - jz,)(xij - zJ’, Pi = A$:’ alar qj , and c, is so chosen 
that the error of the first kind is at a specified level 01. Note that Vr and Vs are 
independently distributed as W&C1 , n,) and W,(Zs , nz) respectively, where 
ni = Ivi - 1, i = 1,2. (2) 
Forp = 1, Brown (1939) h as s h own that this acceptance region gives an unbiased 
test if and only if IV1 = IV, . Also, it can be obtained from Lehmann (1959, 
p. 170) that the uniformly most powerful unbiased test has the acceptance region 
w obtained from w’ by replacing Ni with n, (the degrees of freedom associated 
with V,), this is called the modified likelihood ratio test and was proposed by 
Bartlett (1937). For g eneral p, Sugiura and Nagao (1968) showed that the 
modified likelihood ratio test is unbiased. While the general monotonicity result 
is not yet available, we show in this note that the power of the modified likelihood 
ratio test increases if A1 increases from one and h, decreases from one, where 
h, > h, > *.. > & > 0 are the distinct roots of .ZJ;1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To prove the monotonicity result we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let D = diag(IPl , 0) II e a p x p diagonal matrix whose Jirst p, 
diagonal elements are one and the rest are zeros. Then if A = diag(a,I,l , a,IPz ,..., 
a,.&), where a, > a2 > *a* > lzr > 0 und~;~,p, =p, 
iI+AQI-l&(I+AQI =trQ(I+AQ)-lD 
1 
= [p, - tr(I + AQ)-l D]/al . 
The proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 2. Let the density function of a random p.d. matrix Q be 
h(Q 1 A) = {B,(f, ,fi)}-l 1 A If1 1 Q Irl-+“+‘) 1 I + AQ I-f1-f2 
for Q > 0, fi > 0 andf, > 0, where A = diag(a& , a21Pz ,..., a&J, ul > a2 > 
... > a, > 0, Cl1 pi = P, B,(f~ ,fd = r,(fJ rp(f2)/rp(fi + f2) and r,(n) = 
&Q--l) ny=, I’(n - (i - 1)/2). Let g(a,, a2 ;‘., a,.) = P(I Q Ifi I I + Q I-fl-fs < 
c) for any 0 < c < 1. Then, for al > Ci, > max(1, a2), 
g@l > a2 ,..*, 4 3 &% , a2 p-.-Y 4 
while, for a7 < &. < min( 1, a,-,), 
g(6 , 4 $--s 4 3 gh , a, 7--I a,-, ,4). 
683/8/z-8 
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Proof. Let g s g(a, ;.., a,) and 
9 = {Q : 1 Q If1 / I + Q I-fl-fz < c). 
Then from Lemma 1, we get 
ag = hM4g - (fi +fdMd l9 4Q I A)[1 - P? WI + AQ)-l Dl dQ. a al 
(3) 
Let 
(I + AQ)-l = (b,) and (I + AQ) = (c~J. 
Let us consider b,, , and b,, . By interchanging rows and columns of I + AQ, 
we can make cz2 as the (1, 1)th element of (I + AQ) without effecting the density 
and the region D. Hence bii’s i = 1, 2 ,..., p, are identically distributed. Thus 
s, bith(Q I 4 dQ = s, h&Q I 4 dQ, i = 1, 2 ,..., p, . 
Hence (3) can be written as 
-% = hfihk - (P&I)(~I +fa) s, (1 - bn) h(Q I A) dQ- 
8% 
(4) 
and 
f’l = Q;,’ - (I + QJ1 = (811 + Q:> -‘, 
Pz = QG’ - (A? + QJ1 = (Qu + Qw%Q~)-~. 
The transformations 
u =g11 - q'(I + QnY q and q = u% 
give the following results 
J = J&l, q + @, x) = .&ll-+ u) I(4 + x> = .(+l? 
I Q I = I 811 I (al - q’Q&d = I QII I 41 - x’p& 
I Ip + AQ I = II-I+ AIQII I (1 + a, 4, 
(1 - 41) = ~1 WU + ~1 W, 
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and 
9 = .q n .Q2, where CSI = {QI1 > 0, x : x’P,x < l}, 
la2 = (24 : z&(1 + .)-‘l-‘s < co}, 
and 
co = co(Qll , x) = c I 1 + Qn I”+“/1 Qll If1 (1 - x’&x)‘l, (5) 
6 = 1 + x’(P, - PJ x. (6) 
With the above notations, we have 
a,l(l - b,,) ]h(Q I A) = h,(QI, , x ) d&~~Zj)‘~ zLf’/(l + a, SY)‘~+‘~+~, 
h,(Qll~ x I 4 = 
1 A, 1’1 1 Qll lfl-t(s+l) (1 _ X~~lx)‘l-t(~+l) 
%(f, > fJ I I,-, + 4Qn P+‘e VI-l 
and hence (4) we can be written as 
= PI j-9, h,(Qn 3 x 1 Al)(alS)“l [u”/(l + a, SU)“+‘~]~~ dQ,, dx. (7) 
Now, there are exactly two solutions c1 and c2 , c2 > c, , of the equation: 
u”(l + .)-‘,‘a ?zz co 
and then, 
* 
Therefore, 
[&/(l + a, 6u)“+‘a]$j, = @(l + a, &)-‘1-‘x - C+(l + a, Gc,)-‘1-‘-fs 
= &(I + a, 6c,)-‘l-‘9 [I (1 + c,)(l + a, 6c,) ‘l+‘t (1 + c,)(l + 4 w I 4 
since c> = c$[( 1 + cJ( 1 + cs)]‘l+‘~ Now, since 
4 = al + @KS11 + Q&Qd-' - (Qn + Qtd-'lx 
= 1 + (a, - l)(l - x'ps> + x'MQn + Q~~QII)Y 
- (811 + Q:d-'lx 
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x’P,x < 1 and ~QII + Qn4QJ1 - (Qn + Q;,)-' 
we get 
a,6 > 1 if a, 3 1. 
Using (9) and (8), we find that 
[d/(1 + a, su)f~+fqG& > 0 if a,>l, 
and consequently (7) gives 
a&Y 
j-p-0 if a, > 1 and a, > u2 > ..* > a, . 
1 
Similarly, it can be established that 
ag 
z<O if a, < 1 and a, > c2.J > *** > up . 
7 
> 0, 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
These show that g increases if a, increases from one and a, decreases from one. 
3. MONOTONICITY 
THEOREM 1. Let yl - N,(r, , U, VI - W,& , 4, y2 - Np(p2 , z2:,) and 
V, N W,(Z2 , n2) be in&pendextly distributed, and let the distinct nonzero chu- 
ructeristic roots of .ZJ;’ be h, > X, > ... > X, > 0. Then, the power of the 
modijied likelihood ratio test for testing H: (.Zl = Z2) against A: (Zl # L’J 
increases if A1 increases from one and X, decreases from one. 
Proof. The rejection region is given by 
w = ((V, ) V,) : v, > 0, v, > 0, 1 VI p 1 v, 1 *la2 1 v, + v, I-*(nl+nJ < c}. 
Since the problem and the rejection region are invariant under the group of 
nonsingular linear transformations (V, , V,) --f (AVIA’, AV2A’), we assume 
without any loss of generality that ,?$ = I and Z2 = A = diag(A,I~,l ,..., &I$ ), 
PI + p, + ... + p, = p. Then, let Q = V;1’2VlV;1/2. We now have the densiiy 
of Q as h(Q j A) and the power of the modified likelihood test as 
La ,.**, %I = s, h(Q I 4 dQ = PC& E 91, 
where h(Q 1 A) and g(h, ,..., 4) are defined in Lemma 2. The result now follows 
from Lemma 2. 
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COROLLARY 1. The modiJied likelihood ratio test in Theorem 1 is unbiased. 
Proof. Let the roots of Z;Z;’ be a, >, a2 >, *.. >, a, > 0. Notice that here 
a, , a2 ,..., a, may be distinct or equal. Let us suppose that the general alternative 
can be a, > a2 > ... > ai > 1 > ai+l > ..a > ap > 0 for i = 0, l,..., p. Let 
g(al , a2 ,.-., a,> =P(QE%Qb eing in the proof of Theorem 1. Then, decre- 
asing from the maximum, a, , to the next maximum, a2 , etc., we have 
da1 , a2 ,-.., 4 3g(a2, a,, a3 ,-., a,) 2 ..* 
3 gh , ai ,..., ai+l ,..., a,) 3 g(l, L..., 1, 4, ,..., a,) 
and now increasing from the minimum to the next minimum, etc., we have 
dl, . . . . 1, at+, ,-., a,> >g(l,..., 1, ai, ,... , a9-2, aDwl , apml) 
2 1.. tg(L.., 1, ai+l ,..., ai+d Z&l,..., 1) 
and consequently 
da1 ,..., a,) b g(L I,..., 1) 
which proves the unbiasedness. Thus, Corollary 1 is established. Corollary 1 
was established by Sugiura and Nagao (1968) by a different method. 
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